
House Dog Obedience Class Level 2: Week 1
Instructor: Jessica Fritschi LVT, CDBC, CPDT-KA
Email: noblebeasttraining@gmail.com

Entering/Exiting the Building
Behavior: Dog walks from car or potty area and into the building on a loose leash
Verbal Cue: Whatever your walking cue is
At this point your dog has completed level 1 obedience and perhaps also puppy class. Your dog may
LOVE the training space and that is a GOOD thing! However, in level 2, we want to start generalizing level
1 skills in all environments and situations. Dogs quickly get into the habit of dragging their handler into a
new or exciting space. At every class we will practice dogs entering the building one at a time while they
follow a cookie food magnet in your hand. This food magnet may be different from the treats you are
using in class. It will likely need to be higher value if your dog is already in the habit of pulling you
through the lot. Options for magnet food hand include:

● String cheese
● Wet food in a squeeze tube (great for dogs who have a hard mouth)
● Real meat

Hold the food in your hand. If the food is in your left hand the dog will be on the left side, opposite for
the other hand. Let them lick or nibble at the food but don’t let them have it all in one go. The dog will
then walk with you, connected to your magnet hand, up to the building and into the vestibule.

Name Game/Eye Contact
Behavior: Dog makes eye contact when they move from one environment to the next
Verbal Cue: Your dog’s name/Watch me  or wait for it to be offered
Once you enter a new space with your dog (outside to inside) or you move them from one space to
another (from car to outside) they will be distracted by the new environment. They may pull, vocalize or
perform other behaviors that we find inappropriate. Teach them to defer to you, instead. Once you step
through the threshold of a door or you invite your dog to jump out of the car, wait for a moment for
offered eye contact. Once the dog looks at you, mark and feed them. Repeat for 2-3 repetitions. Then
you might use the magnet hand (previous exercise) to walk them with you to where you are going next.
We will also practice this exercise at every class as we enter or exit the building.

Settle (Can be on a Mat)
Behavior: Dog is generally quiet and calm between exercises
Verbal Cue: Cue for the Mat or Settle
In level 1 we spent a lot of time shaping the mat behavior. You are welcome to use the mat in between
exercises to encourage your dog to settle. Whether you are using the mat or not, if you are disengaged
from your dog or are waiting for your turn in an exercise, you should step on the dog’s leash to prevent
them from jumping up, pulling, wandering around, potentially vocalizing, etc. You need to set the stage
for your dog that when you are not actively engaged with them, that they should relax. Once you
re-engage with them, then you must give them 100% of your attention again. If you put your dog into a
settle position, do be prepared to reward them for the settle if they are watching another team
interacting. It can be difficult, especially for young dogs, to watch another team playing while they are
doing nothing. Mark when your dog looks at the other team working and feed them by setting the food
on their mat or on the floor between their feet.

Leash Skills: Review find heel position, U-Turn, Front cross turn from level 1
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Leash Skills: Go sniff
Behavior: Dog does not pull you to a sniff spot but goes instead on cue
Verbal Cue: Go sniff
A dog’s nose is 10,000 times more powerful than the human nose and is likely their primary sense. Do
not deny your dog the chance to sniff and explore during a walk. Do, however, put the behavior on cue
so your dog learns not to drag you to every sniff spot.
As you are walking along, if there is a place you think your dog would like to sniff, cue them to “go sniff”
and toss a cookie in that area. This will get the dog’s nose to the ground and they may start to sniff and
explore. After you toss the cookie, let the leash out. The dog can have the entire 4-6 ft of leash to
explore BUT you are a post in the ground. If the dog hits the end of the 4-6 ft do not go with them. They
will learn that their freedom is defined by the length of the leash in this exercise. The dog will tell you
when they are finished by looking at you. When they do, mark with the clicker and feed them by getting
the dog back into heel position. Shorten the leash again and continue on with the walk.

Leash Skills: Switch Sides
Behavior: Dog is walking with you on one side (left) then switches to the other (right) when cued
Verbal Cue: You can say “switch” or “right”
Start moving forward with your dog on the left. You will have a cookie in your right hand. Pause for a
moment, bring your right hand in front of your body to show the dog and lure them to turn in front of
you. Continue to lure the dog over to your right side, and perform the heel position lure to get the dog to
turn around. Mark once the dog has found heel on the opposite side from where you started and feed.

Leave it: During a Walk
Behavior: Dog leaves an item or object alone when cued while on a walk
Verbal Cue: Leave it
In class we will set food on a target. In real life this item might be anything from trash to roadkill. We
want to prevent our dogs from picking up any dangerous items on the walk so a solid leave it generalized
to when we are out and about is essential.
Get your dog into heel position and begin to move toward the target. If your dog starts to pull ahead, cue
them to “leave it.” If your dog stops pulling, mark and feed them in heel position. Continue to move
forward toward the target as long as they are responding to the cue. If your dog does not respond to the
cue, start to walk backwards until they turn away from the target and back toward you. Mark and feed
them in heel position. Start back at the beginning and try again.
Most advanced: you can walk all the way around the target and your dog does not pull toward it / leaves
it alone when cued.


